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CERTAIN EXTENSIONS OF MODAL SYSTEM S4

BOLE SLAW SOBOCINSKI

In this paper I present some investigations concerning certain new
proper, or probably proper, extensions of Lewis modal system S4. These
researches are mostly based on the results in the field of modal logic r e -
cently obtained by Schumm, Thomas, Zeman and, indirectly, by Grzegorczyk.
There are several open problems connected with the deductions given
below, which I was unable to solve. On the other hand, several other of my
results related to the topic of this article will not be published here, but
will be discussed in a subsequent paper. An acquaintance with modal logic,
Lukasiewicz's notation, my method of writing proofs and, especially, with
papers [15] and [14] is presupposed.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 In [16], [15] and [14] I introduced an enumeration of proper axioms of
systems which are the extensions of S4. Subsequently, this enumeration
was used by some other authors, but a development of this subject created
an inconvenient chaos. For instance, formula &LMpMLp which serves as a
base for a definition of family K of the non-Lewis modal systems has num-
ber K2 instead of the much more convenient number Kl. For this reason I
decided to change this enumeration, as follows. The letter prefixed to the
proper axioms of the given system will remain the same, as in my previous
papers, but they will be bold. And, the bold numbers attached to such
letters will indicate the different formulas each of which can be adopted as
the proper axioms of the discussed system. The proper axiom of the fixed
system which for this or that reason I consider, as its principal proper ax-
iom, will always have number 1. Thus,e.g.,the formula K2 mentioned above
will have number K1, and McKinsey's formula, c/, [5], and [16], p. 77, which
previously had number Kl will be K2. A list of this new enumeration is
given below:

1) Zeman's system S4.04 (= {S4;L1}), cf. [18], p. 250:

L1 SLMLpCpLp

2) Systems S4.1 (= {S4;N1}) and S4.1.1 (= {S4;M1}), cf. [15], p. 306.
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N1 &£&pLppCMLpp
M1 (gf&igpLpLpCMLpLp

3) System S4.2 (= {S4;G1}):

G1 (EMLpLMp
G2 (ίMLpLMLp [In [16], pp. 73 - 74, formula Ll]

It is observed by P. T. Geach, cf. [1], p. 252, that in the field of S4
these formulas G1 and G2 are equivalent.

4) System S4.3 (= {S4;D1});

DΊ A&Lpq&Lqp [Previously D2\
D2 A^LpLq^LqLp [Previously ZλZ]
D3 LA&Lpq&Lqp
DA LA&LpLq&LqLp
D5 <&KMpMqAMKpMqMKqMp

[D5is Hintikka's axiom of S.4.3, cf. [10], p. 176]

The inferential equivalence of D1 - D4 in the field of S4is shown in [15],
p. 75.

5) System S4.3.2 (= {S4;F1}) of Zeman, cf. [18], pp. 296-298:

F1 A&LpqCMLqp [in [18], formula (34)]

F2 ASLpLqCLMLqLp [in [18], formula (35)]

Equivalence of F1 and F2 is proved in [18].

6) System S4.4 (= {S4;R1}), cf. [15], p. 305:

R1 &MLpCpLp

R2 ^NpCMpLMp [Previously, Rl*]

In [15] and [14] instead of Rl I used its less convenient form QipCMLpLp.
An equivalence of this form, Rl and R2 is self evident.

7) System S5 (= {S4;C1}) of Lewis:

C1 (gMpLMp [In [7], p. 497, axiom C l l ]
C2 ^MLpLp
C3 &LMLpLp [Previously P i ]

Obviously, C1 is axiom C l l of Lewis system S5, and C2 is only another
form of C1. In [1], Dummett and Lemmon have proved metalogically, and
in [16], p. 74, it was shown logically, that in the field of S4 C3 is equivalent
to C1.

8) Brouwerian axiom:

BΊ <SpLMp [In [7], p, 497, axiom C12]
B2 &MLpp [B2 is only another form of B1]

Although in the field of S4 B1 and C1 are inferentially equivalent and,
therefore, B1 can be considered as the proper axiom of S5, I prefer to give
a special enumeration to it, because of the different properties which C1
and B1 have in the field of systems weaker than S4.
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9) System VI (= {S4;V1}), cf. [15], pp. 306-307 and p. 309:

V1 ALpA&pq&pNq

10) System Kl (= {S4;Kl}):

K1 (ELMpMLp [Previously K2]

K2 (IKLMpLMqMKpq [Previously Kl ]
K3 LMCMpLp
K4 LMLCpLp
K5 LMLCMpp

Concerning the systems Kl - K4, cf. [5], [16], [14], [9] and [3], pp.
265-267. In [16], pp. 77-78, it was proved that in the field of S4 formulas
K1 - K5 are inferentially equivalent.

10) System Kl. l (= {S4;J1}):

J1 &<ί&pLppp

J 2 <g<&&pLpLpLp

In [14], p. 316 and p. 314, system Kl . l is defined, and the equivalence
of JΊ and J2 is proved.

11) System K1.2 (= {S4;H1}):

H1 &p&Mpp
H2 ^LMpCpLp

In [14], p. 316, system K1.2 is defined. The equivalence of H1 and H2
in the field of S4 will be established in Section 2 of this paper.

12) System K4 (= {S4;PΊ} Π{S4.4;K1}):

P1 <&MLMpCpLp

In section 2 it will be shown that P1 is a proper axiom of K4.

13) Modal formula of Grzegorczyk:

T1 &&&pqqC§,§,<ίNpqqq

While doing some researches unconnected with modal logic,
Grzegorczyk found formula T1 and recognized that it is a modal formula
unprovable in the field of Lewis modal systems. Clearly, T1 belongs to
family K of the non-Lewis modal systems. The investigations concerning
T1 will be given in Section 2.

14) Schumm's system S4.7, cf. [12]:

QΊ A<ίMLpLp(gMLMqCqLq

15) System S4.6

S1 A&MLpLpALqA&qr&qNr

16) System S4.5
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El A(&MLpLpALqA<&qp(gqNp
E2 A§.MLpLpALpA§,pq<&pNq

The systems S4.5, S4.6 and S4.7 which are between S4.4 and S5 and the
formulas Q1, SI, El and E2 will be discussed in Section 3 of this paper.

1.2 An enumeration of the systems which are extensions of S4 is estab-
lished in [16], [15], [14], [18], [19] and [12]. And, although in the future
some modifications will be necessary, it remains unaltered in this paper.
Only, the numbers for the new systems will be added, and, since in [17]
Thomas has proved that systems K4 and K5, cf. [14], p. 316, are equivalent,
K5 will not be used any more in the old sense. A system which in [15],
pp. 306-307, is defined as {S5; VI} will be designated here, as system V2.

1.3 An acquaintance with 4, 8 and 16 valued ordinary logical Boolean
matrices for functors C and N is presupposed. These matrices are given
explicitly in [15], In this paper I shall use the following matrices which are
presented here only for functors M and L:

p 1 1 I 21 3 I 4 p I 1 I 2 1 3 1 4
βl Mp__l__2_JL__4 βZ Mp 1 1 1 4

Lp I 1 I 4 I 3 I 4 Lp I 1 I 4 | 4 | 4

j> I 1 I 2 I 3 I 41 5 | 61 7 | 8 j > | l | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8

βl Mp_J 1 1 1 1 1 1 8̂  β$ ^P_l \ LJ \ \ I §.
X./> I 1 I 8 I 8 I 8 I 8 I 8 1 8 1 8 L / > | l | 6 | 8 | δ | 5 | 6 | δ l δ

/ > | l | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 [ 6 | 7 | 8 / ? | l | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8
βS Mp_\. 2 3>_J 1 2__3 8 βδ M£_J 2 1 2 1 2 1 8

X./> t l l e l ^ l e l s l e l v l e L / > | l | δ | 7 | δ | 7 | δ | 7 l δ

/ > | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 / > | l | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | δ
β7 Mp_J- 1 1 1 5 5 5 8 βS Mp_J_J- 1 4 1 1 1 8

L ^ l i U U U I δ l δ l δ l δ L / ) | i | δ | δ | δ | 5 | δ | δ | δ

p 1 1 1 2 1 3 I 4 I 5 1 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 1 0 I 11 1 1 2 I 1 3 I 1 4 I 1 5 I 1 6
β$ Mp_± _1 1 1 5 6__7__§ \ I 1 L 5 6 7 16

Lp I 1 110111112116| 16116116 | 9 I 10 j 11 I 12 | 16 I 16 | 16 I 16

p I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 . 8 1 9 I 1 0 I 1 1 I 1 2 1 13 I 1 4 1 1 5 I 1 6

^10 Mί_J_J_J__^A_^__5__§ I 1 \ 1 13 13 13 16
Lp I 1 I 4 I 4 I 4 |l3 116 116 |16 | 9 | 12 112 | 12 | 13 | 16 | 16 | 16

p 1 1 I 2 1 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 1 δ I 9 I 10 I 11 1 12 I 13 I 14 I 15 I 16

^111 Mp__l 1 1 4 5 5 5 δ 1 1 1 4 5 5 5 16

Lp I 1 112| 12 112113| 16116| 16 I 9 | 12 | 12 | 12 | 13 | 16 | 16 | 16

/> I 1 I 2 I 3 1 4 I 5 1 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 1 10 I 11 1 12 1 13 I 14 I 15 1 16

^ 1 2 Mp__l 2 3 _ J 5_J3 7 8 1 10 3 12 5 14 7 16

Lp I 1 1101 3 1121 5 | l 4 | 7 1161 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16

In all these matrices 1 is the designated value. And, each of these
matrices verifies S4.
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Matrices βl and β2 (in [15] they are βZ and βl) are familiar Groups
II and III of Lewis-Langford, cf. [7], p. 493. ^ 3 and β4 (in [15] β5 and βB)
are mine. βS (in [15]β7) is due to Parry, cf. [8], and also [9], §§1-3. βb
was constructed by Zeman, cf. [18], p. 297. Matrices β7 and β$ (in [12] βf

and βrt) were found by Schumm. β$ is defined by Prior in [9], but is pub-
lished explicitly, as β$, in [15], p. 310. βW is mine. Matrix ^11 is a
translation of a set-theoretical construction used by McKinsey and Tarski
in [6], p. 7, into a matrix form. I found an important matrix βlZ checking
some matrices among several thousand 16 valued modal matrices which for
my researches Professor T. W. Scharle of West Virginia University (Mor-
gantown) kindly computed using Computer IBM System 360/75 of that
University.

2 FAMILY K

In this Section I shall give several proofs related to the structure of
family /(". On the other hand, several open problems connected with formula
T1 of Grzegorczyk will be presented. A familiarity with the definition of
family /f of the non-Lewis modal systems, cf. [14], is presupposed.

2.1 System K4. In [14] K4 is defined as a non-Lewis modal theory gener-
ated by an addition of K1 to S4.4. It will be shown that the following formula

PΊ (gMLMpCpLp

is a proper axiom of K4.

2.1.1 Assume system K4. Hence we have S4, R1 and K1. Then:

Zl (g'MLMpMMLp [K1; S2°]
Z2 SMLMpMLp [Zl; S4°]

P1 <&MLMpCpLp [R1; Z2; Sl°]

Whence, P1 is a thesis of K4.

2.1.2 Now, let us assume S4 and PI. Then:

Zl &pMp [SI]
Z2 (EMLpMLMp [Zl; S2°]
R1 SMLpCpLp [Z2; PI; Sl°]
H2 (gLMpCpLp [Zl, p/LMp; P1;S1°]
Z3 <ίLMp<gpLp [H2; S2°; S4]
Z4 ^LMpCLMpLMLp [Z3; S3°]
K1 (ίLMpMLp [Z4; SI]

Thus, S4 together with P1 implies R1 and K1. Therefore, it has been
proved that {K4}^{S4.4; K 1 } ^ {S4; R1; K 1 } ^ tS4; P1}. Hence P1 is a
proper axiom of K4. By the way H2 is proved, cf. system K1.2.

2.2 {K4}^{S3; P1}. Obviously, {K4} -* {S3; P1}. Now, assume S3 a n d P 1 .
Then:
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Zl SpCMLMpLp [P1;S1°]
Z2 (gCMpLq&pq [SI; cf. [13], p. 156]
Z3 &p<gLMpp [Zl; Z2, p/LMp, q/p; Sl°]
Z4 &&MpLqLLCpq [Z2; S2°]
Z5 LLCpCLMMpMp [Z4, q/CLMMpMp; Z3, p/Mp]

Since in [8], p. 148, Parry has proved that an addition of any formula of
the form LLa to S3 yields S4, the proof is completed.

2.3 System VI. In [17] Thomas has proved that systerii K5 which in [14]
was defined as {Vl; K1} is inferentially equivalent to K4, i.e., he has shown
that formula

VI ALpACpqCpNq

is a consequence of K4. From this important result of Thomas it follows
that system VI which in [15], p. 306, was defined as {S4; Vl} is a subsystem
of K4. Below, I shall make some remarks which will be used in Section 3.

2.3.1 The deductions given below are a formalized version of Thomas'
proof that {K4}-> {Vl}. In Section 3, 3.4.1, a modification of this version,
but much more complicated and longer will be used for some purposes. Let
us assume system K4. Hence, we have S4, R1, K1 and, cf. [15], p. 307, G1.
Then:

Zl (ί KpMLpLp [R1; Sl°]
Z2 §MLpLMp [G1;K1;S1°]
Z3 SMCpqCLpMq [S2°; cf. [16], p. 71]
Z4 <&MLCpqCMLpMLq [S3°; Z3\ Z2\ S4°]
Z5 (ίMLqMLCpq [S2°]

Z6 SMLNpMLCpq [S2°]
Z7 <£NMLpMLCpq [Z6; Sl°; Z3]
Z8 SCMLpMLqMLCpq [Z7; Z5\ Sl°]
Z9 §CMLpMLqMLCpq [Z4; Z8; Sl°]
Z10 AKprAKCpqCrsKCpNqCrNs [SI°; cf. [17]]
Zll ALpAKCpqMLCpqKCpNqCMLpNMLq [Z10, r/MLp, s/MLq; Zl; Z9; Sl°]
Z12 ALpA&pqKCpNqCMLpMLq [Zll; Zl, p/Cpq; Sl°; Z2, p/Np]
Z13 ALpA&pqKCpNqMLCpNq [Z12;Z9, q/Nq; Sl°]
VI ALpA(gpq(gpNq [Z13; Zl, p/CpNq; Sl°]

Thus,'{K4} —{VI}.

2.3.2 In [15], p. 309, it was proved that in the field of S2 VI yields R1 and,
therefore, S4.4 is a subsystem of VI. Schumm's matrix β$ which verifies
S4.4 falsifies V1 for p/2 and q/3: AL2A&23&2N3 = A8AL3S26 = CN8CN8L5
= C1C15 = C15 = 5. Hence, system VI is a proper extension of S4.4. Matrix
^13 verifies S5, but falsifies V1 for p/2 and q/3: AL2AS23S2AT3 =
CNSCNL3L5 = C1CNS5 = C1C15 = C15 = 5. Hence, system V1 is not con-
tained in S5. Matrix $ίU verifies S5 and V1 which shows that VI is a sub-
system of {V2} = {S5; VI ί. On the other hand, matrix t̂llO verifies VI, but
it falsifies the proper axioms of S5 and K4. Namely, C1 is rejected for
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p/8: &M8LM8 = &8L8 = £816 = L9 = 9, and PI for p/2: &MLM2C2L2 =
£ML1C24 =LCM1Z =LC13 = L3 = 4. Therefore, system VI includes neither
S5 nor K4.

Thus, system VI is a proper subsystem of K4 and V2 and a proper ex-
tension of S4.4. And, moreover, it is entirely independent from S5. From
this it follows clearly that, although K4 contains VI, the latter system does
not belong to family K In fact, it belongs to another family of the non-
Lewis modal systems which are extensions of S4. However, this family,
which I call family V, will not be discussed in this paper.

The following diagram explains the position of VI in regard to V2, S5,
K4 and S4.4: __

So
V2 O ^ • O — z z * OS4.4

K4O ^ > O ^ ^ ^
VI

However, it will be proved in Section 3 that this diagram should be sub-
stituted by a much more complicated one.

2.4 System K3.2. In [18], pp. 296-298, Zeman has shown that there is an
extension of S4, which he called S4.3.2, such that it is a proper extension of
S4.3, and it is properly contained in S4.4. Moreover, it is neither contained
in nor does it contain S4.3.1. This new system which was unknown at the
time when [15] was published is generated by the addition of the following
formula

FΊ A&LpqCMLqp

as a new axiom, to S4. Zeman has also remarked that an addition of the
proper axiom of S4.1.1:

M1 &&&pLpLpCMLpLp

to S4.3.2 yields S4.4. This means, since S4.3.2 contains S4.2, cf. [15],
p. 305, that an addition of the proper axiom of S4.1:

NΊ &&&pLppCMLpp

to this system gives the same result. On the other hand, Zeman's matrix
ββ which verifies S4.3.2 and rejects systems S4.4 and S4.3.1, and which
falsifies J1 for />/5: £££51,555 = ££LC5755 = £LCL355 = LCL15 = LC15 =
L5 = 7 verifies KΊ. Hence, an addition of K1 to S4.3.2 generates a new
system which belongs to family K and which I call system K3.2. Matrix β4
which verifies system K3.1 and, therefore, also K3, falsifies formula F1 for
p/5 and q/2: A£L52CML25 = A£52CM65 = ALC52C15 = CNL25 = CAΓ65 =
C35 = 5. Hence, system K3.2 is a proper extension of K3 and, since βS
rejects R1 for p/3: £ML3C3L3 = £M7C37 = LC15 = L5 = 7, it is a proper
subsystem of K4. On the other hand, K3.2 neither contains nor is contained
in K3.1. Thus, system K3.2 is a fullfledged member of family K.

2.5 Systems K1.2 and S4.04. In [19], pp. 249-251, Zeman constructed
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another proper system, called S4.04, between S4 and S4.4 by adding to S4
the following formula:

L1 (ίLMLpCpLp

as a new axiom. It is obvious that L1 is a simple consequence of R1 and S2.
Therefore, S4.4 contains S4.04. As Zeman points out, S4.04 is a proper
subsystem of S4.4, because m a t r i x e s which, cf. [9], falsifies formula Gl,
and, therefore, also RΊ verifies L1. Matrix β% which falsifies LI for p/2:
&LML2C2L2 = (LLM10C210 = SL19 = LC19 = L9 = 9 shows that S4.04 is a
proper extension of S4.

It is self evident that an addition of LI, as a new axiom to any extension
of S4 which contains the proper axiom of S4.2, viz.:

Gl ^MLpLMp

yields S4.4. Hence, in the field of family K an addition of Ll, as anew
axiom could be interesting only in regard to the systems Kl, Kl. l and K1.2.
I shall prove that an addition of L1 to Kl or Kl. l gives K1.2, and that sys-
tem K1.2 contains LI. This last result is very important for some deduc-
tions which will be given in the next part 2.6. By the way, it will be proved
here, as mentioned in Section 1, that in the field of S4 the formulas HI and
H2 are inferentially equivalent.

2.5.1 Obviously, S4.04 does not contain the proper axiom of Kl, i.e. axiom
Kl. And it is confirmed by <H11 which verifies S4.04, but falsifies Kl for
p/2: &LM2ML2 = &Z.1M12 = LCU = M = 12. On the other hand, matrix β4
which verifies systems Kl and Kl. l falsifies Ll for p/2: &LML2C2L2 =
(SLM6C26 = CL15 = LC15 = L5 = 5. Thus, in the field of S4, Ll is not a
consequence of Kl and even of Kl . l , Hence, S4.04 neither contains Kl or
Kl . l , nor is contained in Kl or Kl . l .

2.5.2 Assume K1.2. Hence, we have S4 and HI. Then:

Zl (ίpCLMpLp [Hl Sl0]

H2 (gLMpCpLp [Zl; Sl°]

2.5.3 Now, let us assume S4 and H2. Then:

Zl <&LMp<gpLp [H2; S2°; S4]

Z2 ^LMp&LMpLMLp [Zl\ S3°]
Kl <&LMpMLp [Z2; SI]
Z3 (ίCLpMqLMCpq [S2; cf. [16], pp. 71-72]
Z4 LMCMpLLp [Z3, p/Mp, q/Lp; Kl; S4]
Z5 ^LMCMpLqLMLCpq [SI, cf. [13], p. 156; S2°]
K4 LMLCpLp [Z5, q/Lp; Z4]
Z6 (ELMLpLMp [S2]
Ll ^LMLpCpLp [Z6; H2; Sl°]

Thus, Ll follows from S4 and H2. Since, cf. 2.5.2, H2 is a consequence
of K1.2, it proves that K1.2 contains Ll .

Z7 ^CpLpLCpLp [Ll, p/CpLp; K4; S4°]
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Z8 <&NpCpq [Sl°]
Z9 SNp&pLp [Z8, q/Lp; Z7; Sl°]
H1 £p£Mpp [Z9, p/Np; Sl°]

Hence, it is shown that {K1.2}^ {S4; H Ί } ^ {S4; H2}, and that {K1.2} -*

{S4.04}.

2.5.3. Now, a s s u m e Kl and L 1 . Then, we have axiom K1 and, t h e r e f o r e :

Zl ^LMpLMLp [K1;S4°]
H2 ^LMpCpLp [Zl; LI; Sl°]

Since Kl.l does not imply LI it follows from 2.5.2 and 2.5.3 that
{K1.2}^!{S4; H1}Π{S4; H2}^{K1; L1}^{K1.1; L1}.

2.6 Formula of Grzegorczyk. In [2], using reasonings analogous to
Cohen's method of forcing, Grzegorczyk tried to construct models for such
propositional calculi which would correspond to methodological patterns of
scientific investigation. As far as I know, calculi obtained in this way are
not yet systematically investigated.. One of the models constructed by
Grzegorczyk verifies a peculiar propositional calculus in which not all
classical propositional theorems are valid, but all modal theses of S4 are.
Moreover, this theory contains the following formula

{[(Z - Π 7 ) - D F ] Λ [ ( ~ Z — ΠY) -> ΠY]} — DY

which, if we accept the symbols " - > " , " D " " ~ " and " Λ " as the symbols
of strict implication, necessity, negation and conjunction respectively, in
Lukasiewicz's notation would have the following form:

<£K(£<ipLqLq (g&NpLqLqLq

And, it is self evident that in the field of S4 the latter form is inferentially
equivalent to:

T1 m&pqqC&SNpqqq

As Grzegorczyk points out in his paper, T1 is a formula which does not
belong to S4. Here I shall not analyze the Grzegorczyk propositional
calculus, but only T1 and its connections with family Af.

2.6.1 Lewis matrix βZ falsifies T1 for p/2 and q/\\ £££244C($:£iV2444 =
£(EZ,C244C£LC3444 = <££Z,34CSL244 = &LC44CLC444 = &L1CL14 = &1C14
= LC14 = L4 = 4. On the other hand, T1 is verified by ^Hl. Hence T1 is not
contained in the systems V2, VI and S5, but its addition, as a new axiom, to
S4 does not reduce the latter system to the classical propositional calculus.
In fact, it can be proved at once that in the field of S4 T1 implies J1 which
is a proper axiom of Kl.l and, therefore, cf. [15], pp. 314-314, also K1O

Namely:

Zl &&NpLpLp [S2°]
J2 (Z&SpLpLpLp [T1, q/Lp; Zl; Sl°]
J1 (Z&SpLppp [J2; S4; cf. [14], p. 314]
Kl ^LMpMLp [J1; S4; cf. [14], pp. 314-315]
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Since K1 follows from S4 and T1, system {S4; T1} clearly belongs to
family K.

2.6.2 Let us assume K1.2, whence we have at our disposal S4, HI, K1 and

LI. Then:

Zl ^NMLpCNNLMpq [K1; Sl°]
Z2 <&NMLpCNMLNpq [Zl; Sl°]
Z3 &pCqq [Sl°]
Z4 ^NMLpCCMLNpqq [Z3, p/NMLp; Z2; Sl°]
Z5 SpCqp [Sl°]
Z6 ^CMLpqCCMLNpqq [Z5, p/q, q/CMLNpq; Z4; Sl°]
Z7 ^^pqCMLpMLq [S3°]
Z8 &&LpqCMLpMLq [Z79 p/Lp; S4°]
Z9 (E&LpqCCMLNpMLqMLq [Z8; Z6, q/MLq; Sl°]
Z10 &£LpqC&LNpqMLq [Z8, p/Np; Z9; Sl°]
Zll ^MLqMLCpq [S2°]
Z12 <&MLNpMLCpq [S2°]
Z13 ^NLMpMLCpq \Z12\ Sl°]
Z14 <&CLMpMLqMLCpq [Zll; Z13; Sl°]
Z15 (ECCpqrCCpvCCvqr [Sl°]
Z16 ^CMLpMLqMLCpq [Z15, p/LMp, q/MLq, r/MLCpq, v/MLp;

Z14; K1; Sl°]
Z17 SS LpqC&LNpqCrMLq [Z10; Sl°]
Z18 <Z&LpqC&LNpqMLCrq [Z17, r/MLr; Z16, p/r; Sl°]
Z19 &&LpqC£LNpqLMLCrq [Z18; S3°; S4°]
Z20 &pCNpq [Sl°]
Z21 (ZCpCqrCCsCvpCCtqCsCvCNrCtw [Sl°]
Z22 <&<&LpqC&LNpqCN&NpqCpq [Z21, p/LMLCNpq, q/CNpq, r/^Npq,

s/£Lpq, v/&LNpq, t/p, w/q; Li, p/CNpq; Z19, r/Np; Z20; Sl°]
Z23 (ίCpCqrCCsCvpCCsCvCtqCsCvCtCNrw [Sl°]
Z24 §.&LpqC&LNpqCN&NpqCN<ίpqq

[Z23, p/LMLCpq, q/Cpq, r/(gpq, s/<lLpq9 v/&LNpq, t/N&Npq, w/q;
U,p/Cpq; Z19,r/p; Z22; Sl°]

Z25 ^pCrCsCqq [Sl°]
Z26 (i&LpqC&LNpqCN&NpqCC&pqqq

[Z25, p/^Lpq, r/^LNpq, s/N&Npq; Z29; Sl°]
Z27 (ίpCrCqCsq [Sl°]
Z28 &&LpqC&LNpqCC&NpqqCC&pqqq

[Z27, p/®Lpq, r/^LNpq, s/C&pqq; Z26; Sl°]
Z29 &LNp&pq [S2°]
Z30 <£&&pqri&LNpr [Z29; S2°]
Z31 <£<£<£Npqr&Lpr [Z30; p/Np; S2°]
T1 &££pqqC££Npqqq [Z28; Z31, r/q; Z30, r/q; S4°]

Thus, it is proved that T1 is a consequence of K1.2. It should be
noticed that the given proof is based upon the availability of L1 in the field
of K1.2.

Matrix ^14 verifies T1, and, cf. [14], p. 316, falsifies HI. Hence,
{S4; TΊ} is a proper subsystem of K1.2. Matrix βS which verifies {S4; TΊ}
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falsifies, as it is well known, cf. [9] and [14], p. 316, formula G1. Hence,
{S4; T1} does not contain S4.2. On the other hand, as Schumm has proved
in [12], β7 verifies K2 and K3, but rejects K2.1 and K3.1. This matrix also
falsifies T1 for p/2 and q/4: (S(SS244CSSiV2444 = £ £LCI44C&LC7444 =
S&L34CSL244 = &LC44CLC444 = (SL1CL14 = S1C14 = LC14 = L4 = 4. This
proves that neither Kl, nor K2, nor even K3 imply T1. Moreover, matrix
£19 which verifies K2.1, but rejects K3, cf. [9], and [14], pp. 316-317, also
verifies T1.

These matrix calculations suggest that between Kl.l and K1.2 there is
a proper system {S4; 7Ί} which I call Kl.1.1, and that between K2.1 and
K3.1 there is another proper system, called K2.2, namely {S4.2; "Π}. Un-
fortunately, although it is very probable, I do not have yet the proofs that
Kl.l does not imply T1, and that T1 is not a consequence of K2.1

2.6.3 In [11] Schumm has proved that system D* established by Makinson
in [4] by the way of defining its characteristic matrix is inferentially
equivalent to my system K3.1. Therefore, Makinson's matrix is also a
characteristic matrix of the latter system, and {D*};ϋ {K3.l}^ {S4.3; J1h
Below, in 2.7 I shall prove that Makinson's matrix J * verifies T1, and,
therefore, there is a metalogical proof that T1 is a consequence of K3.1,
i.e., that {K3.1} Tl {S4.3; T1}. But, as yet I was unable to find a logical proof
of this fact, i.e., to deduce T1 from the axioms of K3.1. Maybe, a very
tedious proof could be obtained by an application of an idea which is in-
cluded in Schumm's Lemma 1, cf. [11], p. 263.

2.7 Makinson defines system D* as the non-Lewis modal system whose
characteristic matrix:

B*= (v,d, -, n, P*>

satisfies the following four conditions:

i) V is a set of all ω sequences {xn}n<ωθi O's and l 's.
ii) d is the designated element: {lw}w<ω.

iii) - and Π are the operations in V defined in pointwise fashion from
the familiar Boolean operations - and 0 in {0, l}.

iv) P* is the operation in V such that if {χ0, xl9... }e V, then
P*{ΛΓ0, xί9...} = {y0, 3>i > . 1 where, for each i9 y% - 1 iff Xj = 1 for some
j ^ i.

It should be noticed that Makinson's matrix ®* is a modification of a
characteristic matrix 5 introduced by Prior in order to define his
Diodorian system D. In both matrices the first three conditions are the
same, but in Prior's matrix the last condition is formulated as follows:

iv) P is the operation in V such that if {x0, xl9...} e V9 then
P {xθ9 xl9...} = {yo, yl9...} where, for some i, yι = 1 iff Xj = 1 for some j ^ i.
Cf [4], pp. 406-407, and [11], p. 263.

A Diodorian system of Prior is identical with my system S4.3.1,
cf [10], p. 176, [3], pp. 262-264, and [14], p. 316.
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It follows from the definition of J * that if for arbitrary well formed
propositional formula p we shall assign a sequence φ(p)e V such that φ(p) =
{xn}n<ω in which for some j, 0 ^j <co, x = 1, then for the formula Np there
is one and only one sequence corresponding to φ(p), ψ(Np)eV such that
ψ(Np) = {yn}n<ω in which term yj = 0. And, vice versa, if for some
i, 0 ^ i< co, in φ(p) term Xι = 0, then inψ{Np) term yi = 1.

Moreover, since in φ* for an arbitrary element a e Fwe have:

(1) a Π {θjw < ω = {θjw < ω Πa= {0n}n<ω ,

an assignment of {θn}n<ω for /> which occurs in the formulas Kqp or Kpq
gives for both these formulas the corresponding assignment ίθn}w < ω regard-
less of the assignment given for q.

2.7.1 Written in the primitive functors of modal logic formula T1 has the
following form:

T1 * NMKNMKNMKpNqNqKNMKNMKNpNqNqNq

which, obviously, in the field of S4 is inferentially equivalent to:

T NMKNMKNMKpqqKNMKNMKNpqqq [T*, q/Nq; Sl°]

Whence, instead of T1 or T1* it is sufficient to investigate formula T.

2.7.2 Let us assume that formula T is falsified by matrix ψ*. Then, there
must exist sequences a and β belonging to V such that for a = a(p) and
β = β(q) the corresponding sequence p(T) ^ ί l w } w < ω .

From the properties of ψ* observed above it clearly follows that it
cannot be β = {θw}w<ω, because in such a case p(T) would be {l«}«<ω. Hence,
β = β(p) should be a sequence belonging to V in which, for certain

3 > 0 ^ j ' < co, term Xj = 1. Let us assume that in β Xj is the first term which
is equal to 1. Since in the assignment for p: a = a(p) = {^Jw<ωterm yj is
either 1 or 0, we have two and only two possible cases:

Case I The assignments a and β for p and q determine for formula Kpq a
sequence in V γ = γ(Kpq) = a Π β = {zn}n<ω such Zj - 1 and, for 0 ^ i < j,
Zi = 0. And, therefore, due to the properties of | ϊ*, mentioned above, for
formula KNpq there is, determined by a and β, a sequence δ = δ(KNpq) =
-α Π β = {vJtKω such that its term Vj = 0, and, for 0 < i <j, Vi = 0.

or

Case II The assignments a and β for p and q determine for formula Kpq a.
sequence in V γf = γ'(Kpq) = α Π β = {zn}n<ω such that that Zj = 0 and for 0 ^ i
< j, Zi - 0. And,therefore,due to the properties of •©* mentioned above, for
formula KNpq there is, determined α and β, a sequence δ' = δf(KNpq) =
-α Π β = {vn}n<ω such that its term Vj = 0, and, for 0 < i < j, υ% = 0.

2.7.3 Since, obviously, matrix J * verifies S4, J * verifies the rules of
procedure and thesis §pNNp of S4. From this remark and an inspection of
the structure of T (and even better of T1) it follows at once that cases I and
II are entirely analogous. Namely, if in the first case the assignments α
and β for p and q induce assignments, say, μ and v} for the formulas NMKpq
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and NMKNpq respectively and if μ(NMKpq) and v(NMKNpq) possess certain
properties, say, a and b respectively, then in the second case the assign-
ments μr and v1 for the formulas NMKpq and NMKNpq are such that
v*{NMKNpq) has property a and μr{NMKpq) has property b. And, it is self
evident that an inverse of the cases in this reasoning gives the same result.
Hence, it is quite sufficient for our end to investigate only one of these
case.

2.7.4 Let us analyze Case I. Then, according to the definition of this case,
for formula KNpq there is, determined by a and β, a sequence:

(2) δ =δ (KNpq) = {vn}n<ω

such that its term Vj = 0, and, for 0 ^i <j9V{ - 0. Hence, for formula
NMKNpq there is a sequence:

(3) ξ = ξ {NMKNpq) = -P(-α Π β) = -P(δ) = {rn}n<ω

such that, for 0 ^ i^j, its term rf = 1. Therefore, since in β the first
term which is equal to 1 is^y, for formula KNMKNpqq we have a sequence:

(4) η = η(KNMKNpqq) = ξ n β = {sn}n<ω

such that its term Sj = 1 and, for 0 ^i <j, Si = 0, whence, for formula
NMKNMKNpqq there is a sequence:

(5) K = κ{NMKNMKNpqq) = -p(η) = U}*<ω

such that, for 0 ^ i<j, its terms U = 1, and, for j ^k < ω, tk = 0 . Therefore
since in β the first term which is equal to 1 i s j / , and in K, for j ^k < ω,
4 = 0, a sequence λ which is an assignment for formula KNMKNMKNpqqq is
such that:

(6) λ = λ{KNMKNMKNpqqq) = KΠ β = {θn}n<ω

which gives at once p(T) = {ln}n<ω
Therefore, there are no assignments for p and q in T such that for

them formula T would be falsified by matrix J * . This completes the proof
that T1 is a consequence of K3.1. Since in the field of S4 T1 implies J1, we
have: {K3.l} Π ίS4.3; J1} ^ {S4.3; T1}. But this result is proved metalogi-
cally.

2.8 Two new proper axioms of system Kl. It will be shown that the
following two formulas:

K6 &&&pqpMLp

and

K7 <g<g<lpLppMLp

whose structure is very akin to the structures of J1 and J2, are such that
each of them can serve as a proper axiom of Kl.

2.8.1 Assume KL Hence, we have S4 and

K1 SLMpMLp
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and, therefore, McKinsey's theorem

K2 <gKLMpLMqMKpq [S4; K1; cf. [16], p. 76, point γ]

Then:

Zl (£MLNpM(Zpq [S2°]

Z2 (g LMNpM&pq [K1, p/Np; Zl Sl°]
Z3 &LMNpLM£pq [Z3; S4°]
Z4 (gpp [Sl°]
Z5 (ίCpqCCprCCKqrsCps [Sl°]
Z6 <&LMNpMK&pqNp [Z5, p/LMNp, q/LM&pq, r/LMNp, s/MK<gpqNq;

Z3; Z4, p/LMNp; K2, p/^pq, q/Np; Sl°]
K6 (E^pqpMLp [Z6; Sl°]

2.8.2 Obviously, K6 implies:

K7 £&(ipLppMLp [K6, p/Lp]

Now, let us assume S4 and K7. Then:

Zl &<g&pqr&LNpr [S2°]

Z2 ^LN^pLpMLp [Zl, pMpLp, q/p, r/MLp; K7]
Z3 &LMNpM£pLp [Z2; SI]
Z4 SLMNpMCMpMLp [Z3; S3°]
Z5 ^LMNpCLMpMMLp [Z4; S3; cf. [16], pp. 71-72]
K1 ^LMpMLp [Z5; S4°]

Thus, {K1}^{S4; K1}^{S4; K6}^{S4; K7}

2.9 The known members of family K of the non-Lewis modal systems can
be arranged in the following diagram:

OV1

/ K3.2 K3 K2 Kl
K4Oς^ - O ^ O - O •O -OS4

v ϊ IX
o ^o ^o

K1.2 Kl.1.1 K l . l
in which the bold horizontal line indicates that, although system VI is a
proper subsystem of K4, and only of K4 among the known members of
family K, it really does not belong to this family. Comparing this diagram
with that which was published in [16], p. 317, we see that:
1. In the present diagram there is no K5, since Thomas reduced this sys-
tem to K4, cf. [17] and 2.3. Instead, VI is added, as a proper subsystem of
K4.

2. On the other hand, three new systems which are not occurring in the

former diagram are added, namely, K3.2, K2.2 and Kl . l .
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There is no problem concerning K3.2, since in 2.4 it has been proved
that K3.2 is a proper extension of K3 and a proper subsystem of K4. But,
in connection with K2.2 and Kl.1.1 there are two open problems, viz.:

a) Whether K2.2 is a proper subsystem of K3.1 ?

b) Whether Kl.1.1 is a proper extension of Kl.l ?

To these problems, obviously, a third one has to be added, viz.:

c) To obtain a logical proof that K3.1 implies T1.

3 SYSTEMS BETWEEN S4 AND S5

In [16], p. 311, I put, as an open problem, a question whether there
exists or does not exist a system being a proper extension of S4.4 and in the
same time being a proper subsystem of S5. In [12] Schumm has solved this
problem positively proving that the addition of the following formula:

Al A<gMpLMp&LMqMLq

as a new axiom, to S4.4 generates a new system, called by him S4.7, which
satisfies the properties which I required: namely, S4.7 properly contains
S4.4 and is a proper subsystem of S5. In this Section I shall show that there
is a proper axiom of S4.7, and, moreover, it will be proved that besides
S4.7 there are other systems which are probably weaker than S4.7 and at
the same time are intermediate systems between S4.4 and S5.

3.1 It is easy to prove that in the field of S4.4 Schumm's axiom Al is in-
fer entially equivalent to:

Q1 A^MLpLp&MLMqCqLq

and, moreover, that the addition of Q1 to S4 gives S4.7 so that Q1 is a
proper axiom of the latter system.

3.1.1 Let us assume S4.7. Hence, we have Al and S4.4, and, therefore,
also S4 and

R1 ^MLpCpLp

i.e., the proper axiom of S4.4. Then:

Zl &&pqCMpMq [Sl°]

Z2 ^LMpMLqCMLMpMLq [Zl, p/LMp, q/MLq; S4°]
Z3 (ίCpqCCrCspCrCsq [Sl°]
Z4 mLMqMLqCMLMqCqLq

[Z3,p/MLq, q/CqLq, r/^LMqMLq, s/MLMq; R1, p/q; Z2, p/q; Sl°]
Z5 ^LMqMLq^MLMqCqLq [Z4; S4°]
Z6 <&&MNpLMNp&MLpLp [S2°]

Q1 A£MLpLp£MLMqCqLq [Al, p/Np; Z6; Z5; SI]

Thus, S4.7 implies Q1

3.1 2 Assume now S4 and Q1. Then:
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Zl (ίpMp [SI]
Z2 ^MLpMLMp [Zl; S2°]
Z3 £&MLMpq&MLpq [Z2; S2°]
Z4 (£<EMLpLp(£MLpCpLp [S2°]
R1 (gMLpCpLp [Q1, q/p; Z4; Z3, q/CpLp; Sl°]

Thus, {S4; Q1} implies R1

Z5 ££Mpq(£pq [Zl; S2°]
Z6 £<gpq£LpLq [S3°]
Z7 &£LMqCqLq£LMqCqLq [Z6, p/LMq, q/CqLq; S4]
Z8 mLMqCqLq&LMqCLMqLMLq [Z7; S4]
Z9 ^^LMqCqLq^LMqMLq [ZS;S2]
Z10 tg&MLMqCqLq&LMqMLq [Z5, p/LMq, q/CqLq; Z9; Sl°]
Zll £(£MLNpLNp£MpLMp [S2°]
Al A&MpLMp&LMqMLq [Q1, p/Np; Zll; Z10; Sl°]

Hence, {S4; Q1} yields Schumm's axiom Al. Therefore, it follows from
3.1.1 and 3.1.2 that {S4.7}^ {S4.4; Al}τl {S4; Q1}. Hence, Q1 is a proper
axiom of S4.7

3.2 As Schumm has remarked in [12], his matrix βS verifies S4.4, but
falsifies his axiom Al. Hence, S4.7 is a proper extension of S4.4. This
matrix, obviously, falsifies Q1 for />/5 andtf/6: ASML5L5SMLM6C6L6 =

A <5M55(LML1C68 = ALC15SM13 = CNL5LC13 = CiV5L3 = C48 = 5. It is self
evident that S4.7 is a subsystem of S5 and at the same time a subsystem of
K4, since C2 and P1 are proper axioms of S5 and K4 respectively. Matrix
βlύ which verifies S4.7 falsifies C2 for p/9: (SML9L9 = £M99 = LC19 = L9
= 9, and, jfflUO falsifies P1 for p/2: &MLM2C2L2 = (SML1C24 = LCM13 =
LC13 = L3 = 4. This proves that S4.7 is a proper subsystem of S5 and at
the same time a proper subsystem of K4.

3.3 As an immediate consequence of Q1 we have:

R4 A(£MLpLp(£MLMpCpLp [Q1, q/p]

It is clear that in the field of S4 applying deductions entirely analogous to
those which were given in 3.1.2 we can obtain R1 from R4, but, the addition
of R4 as a new axiom to S4 does not generate a new system, since R4 and,
even, a little stronger formula are provable in S4.4.

3.3.1 Let us assume S4.4. Hence we have S4 and R1. Then:

G1 (ίMLpLMp [S4.4; cf. [16], p0 307]

G2 (gMLpLMLp [G1, p/Lp; S4]
Zl £LMLpLCpLp [R1; S2°]
Z2 (ίMLpLCpLp [Zl; G2; Sl°]
Z3 (gMLpCrLCpLp \Z2\ Sl°]
Z4 ^CMpLq&pq [SI; cf. [13], p. 156]
Z5 &MLp&MLMpCpLp [Z3, r/MMLMp; Z4, p/MLMp, q/CpLp; Sl°]
Z6 (ίNCpqp [Sl°]
Z7 &NCMLpq£MLMpCpLp [Z6, p/MLp; Z5; Sl°]
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Z8 ^NCMMLpq&MLMpCpLp [Z7; S4]
Z9 £N&pqNCMpLq [Z4; Sl°]
Z10 <&N&MLpq§.MLMpCpLp [Z9, p/MLp; Z8, q/Lq; Sl°]
R3 A<gMLpq£MLMpCpLp [Z10; SI]
R4 A&MLpLp&MLMpCpLp [R3, q/Lp]

Thus, it is proved that {S4.4} Z {S4; R1} ^ {S4; R3}^ {S4; R4}. There-
fore, formulas R3 and R4 can serve as proper axioms of S4.4, and their
addition to S4 does not generate a new system.

3.4 The following formula:

S1 A&MLpLpALqA&qr&qNr

which, evidently, is a consequence of S5 and of VI follows from S4.7.

3.4.1 Let us assume S4.7. Hence, we have at our disposal S4 and Q1 and,
therefore, also, R1. Then:

Zl SKpMLpLp [R1; Sl°]
Z2 (g(ίMLMpCpLp£LMpMLp [S4; cf. in 3.1.2 proof of ZIO]
Z3 <g<&MLMpCpLp<£NMLpNLMp [Z2; S2°]
Z4 (gMLNpMLCpq [S2°]
Z5 ΊNLMpMLCpq [Z4; Sl°]
Z6 ^MLqMLCpq [S2°]
Z7 (gCp&qrCCrsCpCqs [SI]
Z8 fg&MLMpCpLpCNMLpMLCpr

[Z7, p/^MLMpCpLp, q/NMLp, r/NLMp, s/MLCpr; Z3; Z5; q/r; Sl°]
Z9 (ZCqrCCsCNprCsCCpqr [Sl°]
ZIO &&MLMpCpLpCCMLpMLqMLCpq

[Z9, p/MLp, q/MLq, r/MLCpq, s/<ίMLMpCpLp; Z6; Z8, r/q; Sl°]
Zll AKprAKCpqCrsKCpNqCrNs [Sl°]
Z12 £NMLpLMNp [Sl°]
Z13 ALpAKCpqCMLpMLrKCpNqCMLpLMNr

[Zll,r/MLp, s/MLr; Zl; Z12, p/r; Sl°]
Z14 SCpCqrCAsAKvqtCpAsAKvrt [Sl°]
Z15 &&MLMpCpLpALpAKCpqMLCprKCpNqCMLpLMNr

[Z14, p/^MLMpCpLp, q/CMLpMLr, r/MLCpr, s/Lp,v/Cpq,
t/KCpNqCMLpLMNr; ZIO, q/r; Z13; Sl°]

Z16 (g&MIMpCpLpCLMpMLp [Z2; SI]
Z17 &CpCqrCCsAtAuKvCwqCKpsAtAuKυCιvr [Sl°]
Z18 SKίίMLMNrCNrLNr&MLMpCpLpALpAKCpqMLCprKCpNqCMLpMLNr

[Z17, p/&MLMNrCNrLNr, q/LMNr, r/MLNr, sMMLMpCpLp,
t/Lp, u/KCpqMLCpr, v/CpNq, w/MLp; Z16, p/Nr; Z15; Sl°]

Z19 (ίCpCqrCCKspAtAvKwqCKspAtAvKwr [Sl°]
Z20 &K%MLMNrCNrLNr&MLMpCpLpALpAKCprMLCprKCpNrMLCpNr

[Z19, p/§MLMpCpLp, q/CMLpMLNr, r/MLCpNr, s/^MLMNrCNrLNr,
t/Lp, v/KCpqMLCpr, w/CpNq; ZIO, q/Nr; Z18; Sl°]

Z21 (ίCpqCCrsCCtAvAprCtAvAqs [Sl°]
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Z22 SK&MLMNrCNrLNr&MLMpCpLpALpA&pr&pNr
[Z21,p/KCprMLCpr,q/(ίpr, r/KCpNrMLCpNr, s/<ίpNr,

t/K&MLMNrCNrLNr&MLMpCpLp, v/Lp; Zl, p/Cpr;
Zl, p/CpNr; Z20; Sl°]

Z23 (gApqCAprApKqr [Sl°]
Z24 A &MLpLpK&MLMNrCNrLNr&MLMqCqLq [Z23, p/^MLpLp,

q/&MLMNrCNrLNr,r/&MLMqCqLq; Q1, q/Nr; Q1 Sl°]
SI A&MLpLpALqA&qr&qNr [Z24; Z22, p/q; Sl°]

Thus, S4.7 yields formula SI.

3.5 As an immediate consequences of S1 we have the following two formu-
las:

E1 A<&MLpLpALqA<&qp&qNp [Si,r//>]

and

E2 A<gMLpLpALpA<&pq&pNq [^,q/p,r/q]

I shall show here that each of the systems {S4; El} and {S4; E2} contains
S4.4 and, moreover, that in the field of S4 formulas El and E2 are inferen-
tially equivalent.

3.5.1 Let us assume S4 and E2. Then:

Zl &ALpALqLr<ίNLrCNLqLp [S2°]
Z2 §NLCpNqMKpq [S2°]
Z3 §NLCpqMKpNq [S2°]
Z4 &ALpA (gpq&pNqCMKpqCMKpNqLp [Zl, q/Cpq, r/CpNq; Z2; Z3; Sl°]
Z5 A£MLpLp(ίMKpqCMKpNqLp [E2; Z4; Sl°]
Z6 (gMLpMKpLp [S2]
Z7 (ίpCqMKpq [SI]
Z8 £CNppp [Sl°]
Z9 (gCpqCCrCtsCCCtmuCCqCsuCpCru [Sl°]
Z10 <&CMKpLpCMKpNLpLpCMLpCpLp [Z9, p/MLp, q/MKpLp, r/p, t/NLp,

m/Lp, u/Lp, s/MKpNLp; Z6; Z7, q/NLp; Z89 p/Lp; Sl°]

Zll <&<&MKpLpCMKpNLpLp&MLpCpLp [Z10; S2°]

Z12 &<Spq£pCrq [S2°]
R1 SMLpCpLp [Z5, q/Lp; Z12, p/MLp, q/Lp, r/p; Zll; Sl°]

Thus, R1 follows from {S4; E2} and, therefore, {S4; E2} — {S4.4}.

3.5.2 Let us assume S3 and El . Then:

Zl &Lp(Zqp [S2°]

Z2 (gCpqCKpsArAqt [Sl°]
Z3 (EKLpsArA&qpt [Z2, p/Lp, q/&qp\ Zl\ Sl°]
Z4 <&CpArAsqCCqtCpArAst [Sl°]
Z5 ΊKpqArAsq [Sl°]
Z6 <&KtLNpArAs&qNp

[Z4,p/KtLNp,q/LNp,tMqNp)Z5,p/t, q/LNp; Zl, p/Np; Sl°]
Z7 (ί&pqC&NpqLq [S3°]
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Z8 QCpCqrCKpqArs [Sl°]
Z9 <£K&pq£NpqALqs [Z8, p/&pq, Q/^^pq, r/Lq; Z7; Sl°]
Z10 <&&NpNq&qp [S2°]
Zll SCpqCKspArAqt [Sl°]
Z12 <gKs&NpNqArA<&qpt [Zll, p/<ίNpNq, q/^qp; Z10; Sl°]
Z13 &&pNq(£qNp [S2°]
Z14 fgϋpqCKpsArAtq [Sl°]
Z15 &K§,pNqsArAt&qNp [Z14, p/^pNq, q/^qNp; Z13; Sl°]
Zi6 (gCKsptCCKsqtCCKsrtCKsApAqrt [Sl°]
ZI7 <&K£pqALNpA&Npq(&NpNqALqA<&qp<lqNp

[Z16, s/<ίpq, p/LNp, t/ALqA<gqp<gqNp, q/^Npq, r/^NpNq;
Z6, t/ipq, r/Lq, s/&qp; Z9, s/A&qp&qNp;

Z12, s/<Epq, r/Lq, t/&qNp; Sl°]
Z18 SCKpstCCKqstCCKrstCKApAqrst [Sl°]
Z19 <&KALpA<gpq&pNqALNpA&Npq<ίNpNqALqA&qp<gqNp

[Z18, p/Lp, s/ALNpA(ZNpq<ίNpNq, t/ALqA&qp&qNp, q/^pq, r/<EpNq;
Z3, s/ALNpA<ίNpq(gNpNq, r/Lq, t/£qNp; Z17;

Z15, s/ALNpA&Npq&NpNq, r/Lq, t/(gqp; Sl°]

Z20 ^CKpqrCAspCAsqAsr [Sl°]
E2 A&MLpLpALpA&pq&pNq [Z20, p/ALqA&qp&qNp, q/ALNqA&Nqp&NqNp,

r/ALpA%pq^pNq, s/<&MLpLp; Z19, p/q, q/p; El; El, q/Nq; Sl°]

Thus, {S3; E1} implies E2. Therefore, it follows from 3.5.1 that
{S4; E1} contains S4.4.

3.5.3 Let us assume S4 and E2. Hence, we have R1, cf. 3.5.1. Then:

Zl &pCqp [Sl°]
Z2 (gMLpMLCqp [Zl; S2°]
Z3 &pp [Sl°]
Z4 (ίCpqCCsrCCqCrυCpCsv [Sl°]
Z5 <&MLpCp<gqp [Z4, p/MLp, q/MLCqp, s/p, r/Cqp, v/(gqp;

Z2;Z1; Rλ,p/CqP; Sl°]
Z6 §,MLpCCqp<gqp [Z4, p/MLp, q/MLCqp, s/Cqp, r/Cqp, υ/(ίqp

Z2; Z3; p/Cqp; R],p/Cqp; Sl°]
Z7 &£pqCMLpMLq [S3°]
Z8 ^CpCqrCCrCstCKpqCNtCsv [Sl°]
Z9 &K§pqMLpCNLqCqυ

[Z8, p/^pq, q/MLp, r/MLq, s/q, t/Lq; Z7\ Rl,p/q; Sl°]

Z10 &CpCqCrvCCυCNstCpCqCNtCrs [Sl°]
Zll <gK<gpqMLpCNLqCN&qNpCqp [Z10, p/K&pqMLp, q/NLq, r/q, υ/MLNp,

s/p, t/&qNp; Z9, v/MLNp; Z5, p/Np; Sl°]
Z12 (gCKpqCrCNstCCqCtvCKpqCrCNvs [Sl°]
Z13 &K<ίpqMLpCNLqCN<εqp<&qNp

[Z12, p/&pq, q/MLp, r/NLq, s/<ίqNp, t/Cqp, v/(£qp; Zll; Z6;S1°]
Z14 (gKpqp [Sl°]
Z15 £<ZpNq&qNp [S2°]
Z16 &CpqCCqrCpCsCtr [Sl°]
Z17 (&K<ίpNqrCsCt(gqNp

[Z16, p/K<ίpNqr,q/<gpNq, r/^qNp; Z14, p/^pNq, q/r; Z15; Sl°]
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Z18 &Lp<&qp [Zl; S2°]

Z19 SCpqCCqrCpCsCNrt [Sl°]
Z20 ^KLprCsCN^qpt [Z19, p/KLpry q/Lp, r/<Zqp; Z14, p/Lp, q/r; Z18; Sl°]
Z21 (ίCKpsvCCKqsυCCKrsvCKApAqrsv [Sl°]

Z22 SKALpA&pqigpNqMLpALqAigqp&qNp
[Z21, p/Lp, s/MLp, v/ALqA(gqp(£qNp, q/&pq, r/&pNq;

Z20,r /MLp, s /NLq ,t /&qNp; Z13; Z17, r/MLp, s/NLq, t/N&qp; Sl°]
Z23 &Lpp [SI]
Z24 ACMLpLpALpA(gpq(gpNq [E2; Z23, p/CMLpLp; Sl°]
Z25 ACpqp [Sl°]
Z26 (ZArpCArqArKpq [Sl°]
Z27 ACMLpLpKALpA<gpq<&pNqMLp [Z26, r/CMLpLp, p/ALpA&pq&pNq)

q/MLp; Z24; Z25, p/MLp, q/Lp; Sl°]
Z28 ACMMLpLLpKALpA&pq&pNqMLp [Z27; S4]
Z29 ^CMpLq^pq [SI; cf. [13], p. 156]
Z30 A<&MLpLpKALpA<gpq(gpNqMLp [Z28; Z299 p/MLp, q/Lp; Sl°]
El A^MLpLpALqA^qp^qNp [Z30; Z22; Sl°]

Thus, {S4; E2} implies El. Therefore, it is proved that system {S4; EΊ}
(and {S4; E2}) contains S4.4 and that in the field of S4 E1 and E2 are in-
ferentially equivalent.

3.6 I call system {S4; E1} (and {S4; E2}) which is an extension of S4.4 sys-
tem S4.5. And, system {S4; S1} which is an extension of S4.5 system S4.6.
Matrix 1̂18 which verifies S4.4, falsifies the proper axiom of S4.5 E1
(and, naturally, also E2) for p/5 and q/2: ^(SML5L5AL2AS25(S2iVr5 =
ALCM55CN8ALC25LC24: = ALC15C1AL5L3 = CNL5C1CN5S = CΛΓ5C1C48 =
C4C15 = C45 = 5. This proves that S4.5 is a proper extension of S4.4.

I have no proof that S4.5 is a proper subsystem of S4.6, but it is very
probable. Since it is self evident that S4.6 is not only a subsystem of S4.7,
but also a subsystem of VI, it should be proved that both these systems,
S4.7 and VI, are proper extension of S4.6. Matrix βl verifies S4.6, but
falsifies a proper axiom of VI. Namely, V1 is valsified for p/2 and q/3, cf.
[15], p. 306. Thus, S4.6 is a proper subsystem of VI. It is an open problem
whether S4.7 is a proper extension of S4.6.

3.7 The following diagram:

S5 S4.7 S4.6 S4.5
V 2 O ^ — - O •O •O - O •O S4.4

O — ^ O
K4 VI

visualizes the relations among the systems which were discussed in this
Section. There are many, open problems connected with this diagram. I
mention here only two, namely:
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a) Whether S4.5 is a proper subsystem of S4.6,and whether S4.7 is a proper

extension of S4.6?

b) To prove that there exist or does not exist an intermediate system be-

tween S4.4 and S5 which at the same time is not a subsystem of K4.

Added in proof: 1. Concerning Grzegorczyk's formula which was discussed

in Section 2, cf. [20] and [21], 2. In a letter of 4/14/70, Professor J. Jay

Zeman informed the author that the systems S4.5,S4.6 and S4.7 are infer -

entially equivalent.
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